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MODULE 4
Module description: Digital Manipulation
Based on national research which was conducted before narrowing down the module focus, it became clear that
students are not familiar with online opinion-manipulation.
When talking about digital manipulation, two types became increasingly important over the last five years: Social
Bots and the clickbait technique.
This module will:
Provide information on different kinds of Social Bots as well as information on the danger of social bots
for citizens and democracy (Topic 1).
Provide information on Clickbaiting and its working mechanism to attract people with catchy headlines in
order to get clicks (Topic 2).
Provide ideas on how to teach students to recognize, expose and react to social bots and clickbaiting.
Provide ideas on how to stimulate students to think about ways to raise awareness on social bots and
clickbaiting in their class and provide ideas on reflections on the influence of social bots and click baiting
on people and on democracy.

Learning Outcomes
In the present topic, you can guide the students through all levels of
-

Understanding Social Bots and Clickbaiting

-

Recognizing Social Bots and Clickbaiting

-

Reacting to Social Bots and to Clickbaiting

-

Bringing awareness of Social Bots and Clickbaiting to the classroom

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Keywords
Definition Social Bot: "Bot" is short for the English term "robot" for robots. These are computer

programs that automatically perform specific tasks.
Opinion bots in social networks can also fake human identities by the use of fake accounts. False
messages often spread through social media channels like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Programming a social bot is easy. Free software is available on the Internet that can be used quickly with
only few changes in the code. Behind bots, there is no artificial intelligence, but an algorithm. This
module pursues the goal to highlight the danger of such social bots and their impact on online
conversations. In addition, it is important not only to know different types of social bots but also to know
strategies to identify them and to react in a proper way. This will be an integral part of that module.

Clickbaiting: OMG, WOW, LOL or SMH: Clickbaiting triggers strong emotions and uses psychological

effects to tempt people to click and share. The basic principle was not invented on the Internet, it has
already been used in the tabloid press as well as in the form of cliffhangers in the film industry. In
clickbaiting, publishers, and especially marketers, try to use click-through phrases and headlines to
increase clicks to boost their traffic and thus their advertising revenue. This module pursues the goal to
highlight the danger of clickbaiting strategies and their impact on online behavior. Additionally, it is
important not only to have basic concepts of clickbaiting but also to know strategies to identify
clickbaiting and how to refuse to be influenced by it. This will be an integral part of that module.
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Legend

Keywords/Definitions

Scenarios
Tips
Questions
Activities
Resources
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Topics

Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 1 of 3

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 1 of 3
Duration: x45 minutes
Aim

Understanding the definition of Social Bots and their impact on onlineconversations.

Target Group

Secondary School Students (from Age 12)

Steps

Resources

Duration

Additional information

Pre-assessment

 M4-Social BotsIntroduction.ppt
x

10´

Welcome your students in the class.
Start with slide 1 of the presentation. Ask your students if
they have ever had the impression that something on the
internet might not be true.
Ask your students to fill out the short questionnaire.
Collect the answers and make a note of how many
students always answered “not at all”. You can also
use that quiz once you finished the module in order to see if
the answers of your students are now more diverse or not.
Start with a short introduction that school students
can click through to familiarize themselves with the
topic.
The presentation explains the concept of social bots,
their various purposes, and the impact social bots can
have on online conversations in an easy way.
After having finished the intro- presentation, you
should assess if your students really understood all
the information by playing the “Can a Social Bot
fool you?” - Game.
Go through the presentation and read the questions out
loud. Let the students answer the questions by using the
charts (print and cut them out).
This gives you an impression on how well your students went
through the first presentations, whether they understood the
basic concepts, and indicates whether they have some
knowledge gaps.

 M4-Social BotsPreAssessment.doc
x
Introduction and
Definitions

In- class activity

 M4-Social BotsIntroduction.ppt
x

15’

Quiz:
 M4-Social Botsin-classactivity.pptx

20´

Charts:
 M4-Social Botsanswercharts.docx
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Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 2 of 3

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 2 of 3
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim

Profound understanding of the mechanisms of Social Bots and building
knowledge on how to detect Social Bots

Target
Group

Secondary School Students (form Age 12)

Steps

Resources

Duration

Additional information

Interaction

Information for teachers:

15´

with Social

 Tellerreport

Bots and

For all students:

how to

 M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
1Bot or Not.docx;

At this point, your students should be familiar with the
basic concept of Social Bots and remember the most
common types of Social Bots.
The next step aims at enabling students to recognize
obvious Social Bots in Social Networks.
A) First, familiarize yourself with the indicators that
could help to investigate Social Bots (Tellerreport).
You will find a didactically reduced version of the
explanation in Worksheet1_Bot or Not for the students.
B) In Worksheet2basic and Worksheep2advanced, you
will find two case studies for your students to test their
abilities as “Social-Bot-Detectives”.

expose them

Worksheets for different
levels:


(10-12yrs.o. students): M4Social Bots-Worksheet
2basic.docx;
 (13-15yrd.): M4-Social
Bots-Worksheet
2advanced.docx.

 M4-Answer Sheet for
teachers.docx
 Internet connection and
mobile phones or
computers
 Paper and pencils

Instruction on Worksheet2basic:
A) Let students collect clues from the post (in groups of
four).
B) After 7-10 minutes, you ask the first group to
summarize what they found in the posts.
C) Ask other groups to add further clues. Keep notes on
the blackboard (Answer sheet).

Instruction for worksheet2advanced:
1) Collect the clues that the students achieved to collect.
(Answer sheet).
2) Collect all the answers on the questions that the
worksheet asks for (Answer sheet).

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Steps

Resources

Duration

Additional information

Assessment

-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2basic.docx;
-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2advanced.docx.

-

The task above should be answered with a paper-pencil
design. You can rank their knowledge by comparing the
number of clues the students found on the worksheets
with the answer sheet.

Initiating

-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2basic.docx;

20´-

Proceed to work with worksheet2basic or
worksheet2advanced.

competency
to analyze

-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2advanced.docx.

Task for students with worksheet2basic:
Ask the students the following questions:
 How do the posts that they read make them
feel?
 What could be the purpose of the account?
 Who could have created the account?
 Transfer-Question: What are the threats that
Social Bots could cause for democratic values?
(Answer sheet)

-Answer sheet for teachers:
M4-Answer Sheet for
teachers.docx
-Video:
Political Bots Video

Task for students with worksheet2advanced
Ask your students to collect ideas on how social
bots could be a threat to democratic values.
 Watch the Video “Political Bots Video”
 After that, ask your students to complete the list
that they prepared before or to add more ideas
after having watched the video.
 Transfer-Question: Next, ask students to talk
with their partner and make a list of the risks
bots pose to a democratic society, particularly
on elections. (Answer sheet)
Homework: Ask your students to write a short
letter to a friend. The letter should contain two
paragraphs. The first should explain what social
bots are in easy language. In the second one, the
students should explain why Social Bots could be a
danger to democratic values.
A) After having worked with the worksheets and
having reflected on possible harms for
democracy which could be caused by Social Bots,
ask the students to develop ideas on how possible
solutions for stopping harm caused by Social Bots could
look like. Ask them to include possible solutions that
may have been not invented yet as well.


Homework-

-

-

-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2basic.docx;

10´

Profound
Understandi
ng
Enhancing
students´
evaluation
competency
(cont.)

-M4-Social Bots-Worksheet
2advanced.docx.

-paper and pencils
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Steps

Resources

(cont.)

- Answer sheet for teachers:
M4-Answer Sheet for
teachers.docx

Duration

Additional information
B) Ask students to think about the possibility to ban
Social Bots from the internet overall.
Ask your students to discuss the pros and cons of such a
decision.
C) For the advanced group: Ask your students to discuss
the following question “Do you think that in a society
with shared democratic values, it would be a legitimate
decision to ban Social Bots?” (Answer sheet)
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Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 3 of 3

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 1: Social Bots
Lesson plan 3 of 3
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim

Bringing awareness to the classroom

Target Group

Secondary School Students (form Age 12)

Steps

Resources

Duration

Creating awareness.

Posters, scissors,
pens

45´

Additional information
The final goal of the unit is that students create
their own campaign in their classroom or school.
Give a short explanation to the class:
Students should work in a group of four. Each group is
responsible for one awareness-raising campaign of a nonpartisan organisation. Their main target is to create
awareness that many accounts in Social Media are not real
humans but Social Bots.
Students should do research on Social Bots' impact
on the internet and design posters that cover the
following questions:
 What are Social Bots?
 Different types of Social bots and different
interests that they could follow?
 Where does a Social Bot start to be dangerous for
democratic values?
 How can you detect Social Bots if you are not sure
if you communicate with a Social Bot or not?
Once the students finished their work, ask them to give a
5min long presentation in front of the class in which they
explain their posters. Hang their posters in the classroom/
in the school to keep the topic lively.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 1 of 4

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 1 of 4
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim First introduction to the topic; Learning of Definitions; First impression

of Clickbaiting
Target Group Secondary School Students
Steps Resources
Pre-assessment

 M4-Clickbait-

Duration

Additional information

10´

Start your lesson by introducing the new
topic to the students by using the “ClickbaitIntroduction” (slide 1-5).
Stop at slide 6. Give out the pre-assessment
worksheet and ask your students to write down all
reasons why they think someone could click on the
ad. Collect all answers and keep them in order to
have a first impression of how familiar students are
with clickbait.
Now, provide a short introduction by using the
rest of the presentation. Make stops at the
following stations:
Stop at slide 10: Discuss with your students the
question and collect all answers on the blackboard.
Continue on slide 11 and discuss with your students:
 Think about that article, do you think clicking
on the link was worth it in order to get the
answer to the headline?
Stop at slide 11 and hand out the checklists: Let the
students note down the typical elements of clickbait
(slide 12 -15 of the presentation) on the checklist

Introduction.pppx.

 M4-PreAssessment.docx

Introduction and
Definitions

 M4-ClickbaitIntroduction.pppx.

(from slide 7 on)
 M4-ClickbaitChecklist.docx

 pencils

15´

Go through the rest of the presentation; afterwards
ask if any clarifications or further explanations are
required.
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Steps Resources
Summarizing

-M4-Clickbait-

elements of

Checklist.docx

Duration

Additional information

5´

Go through the checklist to make sure that all
students summarized the right elements. Ask the
students to keep that checklist close for all following
hours that you want to design on Clickbait.

15´

Speak with the students about their
perception of Clickbait in their online
behaviour with the following questions:

Clickbait
Investigating
Clickbait in
students´ life





Can you think of examples of Clickbaits that
you recently saw on the internet?
Have you ever clicked on a video, article or
post that had clickbait elements and why?
Do you consider clickbaiting as something
good or something that people should be
sceptical about?

Visualize all answers on charts and leave them in the
room if you want to continue with the lecture on
clickbaiting in the next class.
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Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 2 of 4

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 2 of 4
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim Working with examples of clickbaiting; developing a judgement on

Clickbaits
Target Group Secondary School Students
Steps Resources
Pros and Cons of
Clickbaits in the
News

Threats of
Clickbait

Duration

 M4-Clickbait20´
Worksheet1.docx
 M4-ClickbaitAnswer Sheet1
for teachers.docx

-

Additional information
Worksheet1 provides one example of an
online magazine that is using clickbaits to
attract readers. The students’ task is to
analyse the example and to reach a judgement
whether clickbait is a good tool for advertisement or
whether it results in the reader’s lost trust in the
source. Let the students go through the worksheet
and answer the questions. Afterwards, let the
students present their verdicts and add ideas/
perspectives if needed (see answer sheet).

10´
Advanced task (for students 13-15yrs. Old):
Ask the students to work in groups of four.
Ask them to note down problems that they
could imagine coming from serious newspapers that
cover political topics by using clickbait headlines.
After some minutes, collect and discuss all ideas of the
students (main goal: arrive at the conclusion that
clickbaits could be misused by populistic views, since
journalists could easily promote racist/biased views
by using clickbait headlines and hoping that most
people will read the headline only and not the whole
article).

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Steps Resources
Clickbaits
triggering
emotions and
curiosity

-M4-ClickbaitAnswer Sheet2 for
teachers
-M4-ClickbaitWorksheet2

Duration

Additional information

15´

Divide the class into three groups. Give each
group a statement from worksheet2. Ask them
to reflect on the following questions:
 How does the statement make them feel?
 What do they consider as a motivation behind
clicking on the statement?
 Let them do research: What is actually behind
the headline? Was it interesting/worth it to
click?
Collect all answers and discuss those questions in your
class (see answer sheet).
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Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 3 of 4

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 3 of 4
Duration: 2 x 45 minutes
Aim Working with examples of clickbaiting; developing a judgement on

Clickbaits
Target Group Secondary School Students
Steps

Resources

Duration

Research:

Digital tools

45´

Influence of

(mobile phones,

Clickbaits on

headsets),

my behaviour.

Internet, paper
pencil

Additional information

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Ask students to do their own research: “How
Clickbaiting is influencing my online behavior”:
Group work, Group size: 4 people,
Ask them to look deeper into their social media feed
(e.g. Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) and see if they
can find examples for clickbaiting.
Let them make screenshots/photos of everything
that they can find.
Let the students create a presentation with the
screenshots. Ask them to prepare one slide per
group member. Each group member should present
one slide by:
 Naming the source where they found the
example,
 naming the specific elements that make
them think that this is a clickbait and
 the interest of the person that created the
clickbait apart from “clicks”: (Politically
motivated, climate activism, highlighting
problems, racism etc.)
Collect all different motivations on charts and leave
them hanging in the classroom
Homework: Write a letter to a friend on what the
students learned about Clickbaiting: What are
clickbaits? What is their purpose? How do they work
with emotions? What is your personal opinion on
Clickbaits?

6.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Steps

Resources

Duration

Additional information

M4-Clickbait-

Advanced scenario: Worksheet 3:
Advanced scenario (30 min more necessary for that

Answer Sheet3
for teachers

task)
Ask your students to create a final slide for the presentation.
Ask the students in each group to use that slide in order to
create their own “clickbaitable” contribution to the internet.
E.g. a headline for an article or a YouTube video :
1. Give each group a different political topic and an
adjective that stands for the direction of their ad:
 European Union – bad
 European Union – good
 Immigration – bad
 Immigration – good
 Voting – bad
 Voting – good
2. Ask each group to come up with a “Clickbait Ad” for
their political agenda.
3. Since they learned that the content of the article
with the clickbait-headline is usually much less
spectacular than the headline, ask them to provide
a short article that could be behind the spectacular
headline (one paragraph long)
Look at the Answer sheet3 to get an impression of how their
result could look like.
4. Have a presentation of each group and discuss:
1) What impact on the political discussion
could such ads have?
2) What are the threats of such ads for people
that do not end up reading the article?
(answer sheet)

Assessment

M4-ClickbaitWorksheet4

Advanced scenario: Transfer task:
Hand out Worksheet4 to your students as a homework and
ask them to answer the task at home.
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Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 4 of 4

Module 4: Digital Manipulation
Topic 2: Clickbait
Lesson plan 4 of 4
Duration: 45-90 minutes
Aim Bringing awareness to the class/school on the danger of Clickbait
Target Group Secondary School Students
Steps Resources
Creating
awareness.

Posters, scissors,
pens

Duration
45-90´

Additional information
The final goal of the unit is that students
create their own campaign in their classroom
or school.
Students get the task to design an awareness-flyer:
 Use catchy headlines you find on the internet
 Collect ideas in class how you can visualize
the topic on a A5-Size flyer
 Use catchy headlines as a “eyecatcher”(beauty, VIP news, politics….) to
create a clickbait yourself:
 The flyer’s purpose is to inform their
classmates/school mates on the topic of
clickbaits.
 Ask them to write an explanation of
clickbaits underneath, presenting everything
that they learned so far:
E.g.: what are clickbaits? Why do people click
on them? What is their personal opinion on
Clickbait? What are the threats of clicking on
clickbaits without any reflection on what
you’re doing?
Once the students finished their work, ask them to
give a 5min long presentation in front of the class to
explain their flyers. Distribute their flyers in the
classroom/ in schools to keep the topic lively.
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Conclusion on Social Bots:



Social Bots are programmed by humans but act anonymously by imitating human behavior.



There are many different kinds of social bots.



Even though not all social bots are created to cause harm, it is very important to be aware that
all of them are created to influence public opinion by raising too much awareness for one issue.

Conclusion on Clickbait:

Clickbaits:






are used everywhere on the Internet (for example on websites and YouTube)
appeal to your emotions and curiosity
lead to uninteresting, false and dangerous content
rely on a certain style of headline
create money for websites and channels

Forms of Clickbaiting can be found among all forms of media. But some Clickbaits can raise serious
harm:
•

Clickbaits can harm your computer

•

Clickbaits can contain false information

•

Clickbaits can show pictures that are inappropriate for kids

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
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Annex Materials:
Social Bots:
Tool for in-class use:
Introduction
Social Bots In-Class Activity
Answer Charts
Worksheets for Students:
Social Bots Quiz: Survey on Online-behavior
Worksheet 1: “Bot or Not?”
Worksheet 2 (basic level): “Real Account or Social Bot?”
Worksheet 2 (basic level): “Dangers of Social Bots?”
Answer Sheets for teachers:
Answer Sheet 1 (for Students´ Worksheet 2) Interaction with Social Bots and how to expose
them.

Clickbait:
Tool for in-class use:
Introduction

Worksheets for Students:
Pre-Assessment: “Reasons for clicking on Clickbaits”
Checklist: Elements of Clickbait
Worksheet 1: “Making a verdict on Clickbait”
Worksheet2: “Outrageous Headlines”
Worksheet4: “What the story of the shepherd has to do with Clickbait”
Answer Sheets for teachers:
Answer Sheet 1: Answer Sheet on Students´ Worksheet 1 “Making a verdict on Clickbait”
Answer Sheet 2: Answer Sheet on Students´ Worksheet 2 “Outrageous Headlines”
Answer Sheet 3: “Example for Clickbaits” (Use for Research: Influence of Clickbaits on my
behavior, Lesson 3)
Answer Sheet 4: “What the story of the shepherd has to do with Clickbait”
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